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Abstract 
Left dislocation, right dislocation, topicalisation, and extraposition involve a constituent in a 
non-canonical position at the edge of the sentence. In Biblical Hebrew, the differentiation of 
these four constructions is complicated by two additional constructions. At the left edge of the 
sentence is a construction that is like topicalisation in that it has no resumptive element within 
the sentence although it apparently occurs outside of the left boundary of the matrix sentence. 
At the right edge of the sentence, we identify for the first time a comparable construction of 
“heavy extraposition” which is like extraposition in that it has no resumptive element within 
the sentence although it apparently occurs outside of the right boundary of the matrix sentence. 

In this article, we examine the evidence that negation provides for differentiating the syntactic 
features of the six constructions. We present the data for negation involving each of these 
constructions with attention to the scope of negation as sentential negation or constituent 
negation (Snyman and Naudé 2003, Naudé and Rendsburg 2013). In particular, we examine the 
implications of negation for delimiting and defining the constructions, especially left 
dislocation and topicalisation, which are shown to involve important asymmetrical features. 
The facts about negated sentences provide important evidence that the presence (or absence) of 
resumption is critical to differentiating left dislocation and topicalisation (contra Westbury 
2014, 2016). Negation thus provides important positive information for the syntactic structures 
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of these six constructions and provides a crucial foundation for differentiating their functions 
with respect to information structure. 
 
Keywords: Biblical Hebrew; edge constructions; negation; topicalisation; left dislocation; 
extraposition; right dislocation; syntax 
 
 
1.  Introduction 
 
Biblical Hebrew displays a significant amount of syntactic variation in constructions involving 
constituents in non-canonical positions at the left and right peripheries of sentences. Two 
constructions involve constituents at the beginning of the sentence (the left periphery), namely 
topicalisation and left dislocation. Two constructions involve constituents at the end of the 
sentence (the right periphery), namely extraposition and right dislocation. 
 
The differentiation of these four constructions in Biblical Hebrew is complicated both by a 
plethora of terminology as well as by disagreements concerning the relevant features that 
distinguish them.2 Although topicalisation and left dislocation have been differentiated in 
linguistic analyses of Biblical Hebrew (Naudé 1990, Holmstedt 2014), a minority position 
considers the two to be varieties of “fronting” which optionally exhibits resumption (Westbury 
2014, 2016).3 The salient characteristics of the four constructions is further complicated by two 
additional constructions. At the left edge of the sentence is a construction that is like 
topicalisation in that it has no resumptive element within the sentence although it is apparently 
like left dislocation in that it occurs outside of the left boundary of the matrix sentence. Naudé 
(1990) refers to this as a variety of topicalisation; Holmstedt (2014) refers to it as “extreme 
topic fronting”. We refer to it as “heavy topicalisation” because the topicalised element occurs 
much further to the left than in simple topicalisation. At the right edge of the sentence, we 
identify for the first time a comparable construction of “heavy extraposition”, which is like 
extraposition in that it has no resumptive element within the sentence although it is apparently 
like right dislocation in that it occurs outside of the right boundary of the matrix sentence. 
 
In this article, we examine the evidence that negation provides for differentiating the syntactic 
features of the six constructions with particular attention to the scope of negation. The facts 
about negation provide new syntactic evidence for delimiting and defining these constructions, 
especially with respect to the presence (or absence) of resumption and the determination of the 
sentence boundary. Negation thus provides important positive information for the syntactic 

                                                
2 Biblical Hebrew differs in important ways from Modern Hebrew. Cf. Gad-Horin (1976), Alexopoulou, Doron 

and Heycock (2004), Landau (2009), Doron and Heycock (2010), and Shlonsky (2014). 
3 Both approaches are described and contrasted in Van der Merwe, Naudé and Kroeze (2017: 510–518). The 

question of the syntactic features of resumption in Biblical Hebrew is another issue worthy of a separate study – 
see McCloskey (2006), Doron (2011), Oosthuizen (2016), and Cowper and DeCaen (2017). 
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structures of these six constructions and provides the crucial foundation for differentiating their 
functions with respect to information structure.4 
 
2. Overview of the constructions 
 
In this section, we describe the four basic constructions – topicalisation, left dislocation, 
extraposition, and right dislocation – with respect to the central characteristics that differentiate 
them. Left and right dislocation have been differentiated from topicalisation and extraposition, 
respectively, in three ways within generative grammar (see, e.g., Haegeman 1994, Rizzi 1997, 
Radford 2009): (i) the relation of the constituent to the matrix sentence (left and right 
dislocation occur outside of the matrix sentence whereas topicalisation and extraposition occur 
within the matrix sentence); (ii) the non-canonical order of constituents resulting from 
movement (topicalisation and extraposition) or base generation (dislocation); and (iii) the 
constituent is resumed within the matrix sentence (right dislocation and left dislocation) or not 
(topicalisation and extraposition).5 A fifth construction in Biblical Hebrew is like topicalisation 
in that it lacks resumption but is also similar to left dislocation in that it appears outside of the 
left boundary of the sentence. In §3.7, we will identify a sixth construction in Biblical Hebrew 
that is like extraposition in that it lacks resumption but is also like right dislocation in that it 
appears outside of the right boundary of the sentence. 
  
The first construction, topicalisation, involves a constituent at the very beginning of the 
sentence. The construction involves the movement of a constituent which leaves a trace (Naudé 
1990: 124, Holmstedt 2014: 116–117).6 
 
(1) wayyǝdabbēr   YHWH ʾălê-kem mit-tôk            hā-ʾēš 
 CONS: IPFV:spoke:3MS YHWH to-2MP     from-midst.of DEF-fire 
 

qôl         dǝbārîm ʾattem    šōmǝʿîm 
voice.of words      you: MP PTCP:hear: MP 
 
û-tǝmûnâ ʾênǝ-kem       rōʾîm          zûlātî qôl 
and-form  NEG.EX-2MP PTCP:see:MP only   voice 
 
“Then the LORD spoke to you out of the fire. 
The sound of words you were hearing the sound of words,  
but a form you were not seeing a form, only a voice.” (Deuteronomy 4:12)7 

 
                                                
4 The use of the various constructions to convey information structure has been explored by a wide range of 

scholars – see, e.g., Lunn (2006), Holmstedt (2014), Redd (2014), and Korchin (2015). 
5 Instead of “resumption” or “resumptive element,” the term “correlate” may be used (e.g., López 2016). 
6 The precise description of the location to which the constituent moves has been described as the “C-specifier 

position” (Naudé 1990), the “preverbal topic position” (Naudé 1994), the “highly articulated CP” (Holmstedt 
2014), and the “TopicP specifier position” (Cowper and DeCaen 2017). 

7 The glosses follow the Leipzig Glossing Rules with the addition of the following abbreviations: GENT = gentilic 
suffix; CONS = consecutive verb form; INF.CS = infinitive construct; JUSS = jussive; NEG.EX = negative 
existential; NEG.NI = negative non-indicative. Because the stem formations of Hebrew verbs (e.g., Qal, Niphal, 
etc.) are not relevant to the linguistic analysis presented here, they are not indicated in the glosses. The reading 
of the Ketiv (“written”) text as opposed to the Qere (“read”) text of the Hebrew Bible is indicated as (K) and (Q) 
in the transliterated texts. However, in no instance does the difference in reading affect the linguistic analysis. 
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In both sentences in (1), the object occurs at the beginning of the sentence before the subject 
and verb; it is outside of its normal position in the sentence.8 A zero trace marks the location 
where the constituent originally occurred in the sentence, indicated in the translation by the 
small subscripted type.9 This construction was identified by Naudé (1994) as involving the 
preverbal topic position.10 
 
A single sentence may exhibit multiple instances of topicalisation, as illustrated in (2): 
 
(2) û-petaḥ       hat-tēbâ bə-ṣidd-āh   tāśîm 
 and-door.of DEF-ark on-side-3FS IPFV:sit:3FS 

“And the door of the arki on its sidej you will place the door of the arki on its sidej.” (Genesis 6:16) 
 
The second construction, left dislocation, involves a constituent that occurs outside of the 
sentence and has a resumptive element that occurs within the matrix sentence: 
 
 (3) ṣāpôn wǝ-yāmîn ʾattâ        bǝrāʾtā-m 

north   and-south you:2MS PFV:create:2MS-3MP 

“North and south, you created them.” (Psalm 89:13) 
 
In example (3), the resumptive element occurs in situ, that is, in the normal position of the 
constituent in the sentence. It is also possible for the resumptive element itself to be topicalised 
so that it occurs at the beginning of the matrix sentence. This is illustrated in (4): 
 
(4) kōl mapreset         parsâ wǝ-šōsaʿat               šesaʿ     pǝrās-ōt maʿălat             gērâ 
 all  PTCP:divide:FS hoof   and-PTCP:cleave:FS  cleft.of  hoof-FP    PTCP:brin.up:FS cud  
 

bab-bǝhēmâ   ʾōt-āh    tōʾkēlû 
in:DEF-beast   ACC-3FS IPFV:eat:2MP 
 
“Everything that parts the hoof and is cleft footed and chews the cud among the animals, 
it you may eat it.” (Leviticus 11:3) 

 
                                                
8  The question of whether topicalisation in Biblical Hebrew involves A-movement or A-bar movement will be 

addressed in future research. 
9 Although Biblical Hebrew is a pro-drop language, we argue that the phonologically null subject pro on finite 

verbs cannot function as a resumptive element (see Naudé 1996, 1999 and Holmstedt 2014). If pro could 
function as resumption, then, in cases where an independent pronoun occurs as a resumptive element, there 
would need to be some way to determine which one is the resumptive, and there would need to be some 
explanation for the independent subject pronoun. By contrast, Alexopoulou, Doron and Heycock (2004) assume 
that the subject pro of pro-drop languages could function as a resumptive element in clitic left dislocation. In 
such cases, there would be no distinction between left dislocation and topicalisation of the subject constituent. 
Cowper and DeCaen (2017: 26) argue that because the left-dislocated element in casus pendens constructions 
can be seen as a specific type of modal construction, the phonologically null subject pro can function as a 
resumptive element. They also consider the constructions with a phonologically null subject pro to be 
ambiguous. However, these scholars do not provide an explanation for cases in which an independent subject 
pronoun occurs as a resumptive element alongside a finite verb (e.g., Psalm 37:9 wəqôrê YHWH hēmâ yîrəšû 
ʾāreṣ “and those who wait for the LORD they will inherit the land”). 

10 The structural position of the Biblical Hebrew verb (both finite forms and participial forms) has been examined 
in detail by Naudé (1990, 1991, 1993, 1996: 79–81, and 1999). 
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A single sentence may exhibit multiple left-dislocated elements, each with its resumptive 
element, as in (5):11 
 
(5) wə-haś-śābāʿ       le-ʿāšîr ʾên-ennû         mannîaḥ        l-ô         l-îšôn 

and-DEF-plenty    to-rich  NEG.EX-3MS   rest:PTCP:MS to-3MS  to-sleep:INF.CS 

“And the plentyi (belonging) to a rich personj iti does not give rest to himj to sleep.” 
(Qoheleth 5:11) 

 
The fact that there is a sentence boundary between the left-dislocated constituent and the matrix 
sentence is evident in (6) from the fact that parenthetical elements and conjunctions may occur 
between the dislocated constituent and the sentence: 
 
(6) wǝ-ʿabd-î         kālēb ʿeqeb      hāyǝtâ         rûaḥ ʾaḥeret ʿimm-ô      wayyǝmallēʾ  
 and-servant-1S Caleb because PFV:COP:3FS spirit other     with-3MS CONS:IPFV:fill:3MS  
 

ʾaḥăr-āy wahăbîʾōtî-w                 ʾel=hā-ʾāreṣ ʾăšer=bāʾ                   šāmm-â     
after-1S    CONS:PFV:bring:1S-3MS to=DEF-land    REL=PFV:come:3MS    there-LOC  
 
wǝ-zarʿ-ô        yôrīšenn-â 
and-seed-3MS IPFV:hold:3MS-3FS 

 
“But my servant Caleb—because he has a different spirit and remained loyal to me—I 
will bring him to the land that he had entered, and his offspring shall hold it as a 
possession.” (Numbers 14:24) 

 
Example (6) also demonstrates a sentence boundary at the beginning of the matrix sentence by 
the presence of a so-called “waw consecutive” verbal form. Waw consecutive verbal forms 
occur only in initial position within the sentence and do not allow any constituent, not even a 
conjunction or negative marker, to occur before them. 
 
Interrogatives may also occur at the sentence boundary, as in (7): 
 
(7) û-kǝpōr        šǝmayim mî    yǝlād-ô 

and-frost.of heaven    who PFV:bear:3MS-3MS 

“… and the frost of heaven who bore it?” (Job 38:29) 
 
Additional elements that may occur at the sentence boundary between the left-dislocated 
element and the matrix sentence include the presentative hinnēh (“behold”), vocatives, 
sentence-adverbials, and kî (“that”) as a marker of sentential complements. 
 
Varieties of left dislocation in Biblical Hebrew are described in Miller-Naudé and Naudé (2019) 
on the basis of (i) the nature of the resumptive element with respect to co-referential identity; 
(ii) the relationship of the left-dislocated constituent to the root sentence, especially with respect 
to agreement; and (iii) the relationship of the sentence involving left dislocation to the broader 
                                                
11 Examples such as (5) preclude the analysis suggested by an anonymous reviewer that “heavy” topicalisation 

could simply be a second instance of left dislocation. Rather, each instance of left dislocation within a 
sentence exhibits resumption. 
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syntactic context with respect to root sentences and island constraints (see also Miller-Naudé 
2019). However, for the purposes of the discussion of negation and edge constructions in this 
article, the sub-types of left dislocation are not relevant.12 
 
The third construction, extraposition, is in many ways the mirror image of topicalisation in that 
a constituent is moved to the end of the sentence outside of its canonical position. In (8), the 
object is moved out of its normal position after the verb to the end of the sentence with the 
result that two prepositional phrases occur before the object:13 
 
(8) û-šəlaḥtem              bə-yād-ām   ʾēl-ay kol=dābār    ʾăšer tišmāʿû 
 CONJ-PFV:send:2MP in-hand-3MP to-1S every=matter REL    IPFV:hear:2MP 

“… and you must send everything which you hear through them (lit. in their hand) to me 
everything which you hear.” (2 Samuel 15:36) 

 
Extraposition often involves the movement of a relative clause away from its head:14 
 
(9) way-yāqom           melek=ḥādāš ʿal=miṣrayim ʾăšer lōʾ=yādaʿ                 ʾet=yôsēp 
 CONJ-IPFV:rise3MS king=new        over=Egypt   REL     NEG=PFV:know:3MS ACC=Joseph 

“A new king who did not know Joseph arose over Egypt who did not know Joseph.” (Exodus 1:8) 
 
The fourth construction, right dislocation, is in many ways the mirror image of left dislocation 
in that a constituent occurs outside of the end of the sentence and a resumptive element occurs 
within the matrix sentence.15 In (10), the object in the matrix sentence is a pronominal clitic on 
the definite object marker; the co-referential right-dislocated constituent is composed of 
conjoined NPs, each introduced with the definite object marker:16 
 
(10) wayyak                     ʾōt-ām     bo-ʿŏpālîm(K)  ʾet=ʾašdôd       wǝ-ʾet=gǝbûley-hā 

CONS:IPFV:strike:3MS ACC-3MP with-tumors       ACC=Ashdod   and-border:MP-3FS 
“He afflicted them with tumours—Ashdod and its vicinity.” (1 Samuel 5:6) 
 

These four constructions differ in systematic ways. Two of them occur at the front edge or left 
boundary of the sentence, namely topicalisation and left dislocation. Two of them occur at the 
final edge or right boundary of the sentence, namely right dislocation and extraposition. Two 
of them occur outside of the matrix sentence, namely left dislocation and right dislocation, 
whereas two of them occur at the edge but inside of the matrix sentence, namely topicalisation 
and extraposition. While all four constructions involve constituents in a non-canonical order, 
they differ with respect to whether they involve movement out of a non-canonical position in 
the sentence – topicalisation and extraposition – or whether they are generated in a non-
                                                
12 The syntactic sub-types of left dislocation will be explored in a future article. 
13 See also, for example, Isaiah 40:3; 41:18 and 19. 
14 See also, for example, Genesis 24:15, Judges 18:17, Ruth 1:7, and Leviticus 6:8. 
15 The precise syntactic characteristics of right-dislocation constructions have not yet been exhaustively explored. 

Determining whether there is syntactic symmetry between left dislocation and right dislocation in every respect 
is a question for future research. On the distinction between right dislocation and extraposed appositives, see 
Holmstedt and Jones (2017: 45–46). 

16 We exclude here cases in which a nominal element is found in the matrix sentence and a co-referential NP occurs 
on the right edge of the sentence (e.g., Genesis 19:4, 35:14; Exodus 27:6; 2 Kings 4:3). 
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canonical position in the sentence, namely left dislocation and right dislocation. Furthermore, 
two of them involve resumption of the dislocated element within the matrix sentence, namely 
left dislocation and right dislocation, whereas the other two involve no resumption, namely 
topicalisation and extraposition. We summarise these features in Table 1 below. 
 
Table 1: Syntactic features of left dislocation, topicalisation, extraposition, and right dislocation 

 Matrix sentence  
 Left dislocation Topicalisation  Extraposition Right dislocation 
Edge left left  right right 
Relation to matrix sentence outside inside  inside outside 
Movement / generated generated movement  movement generated 
Resumption yes no  no yes 

 
Two additional constructions have been identified by Naudé (1990, 1999) and Holmstedt 
(2014).17 At the left edge is a construction that is like topicalisation in that it has no resumptive 
element within the sentence although it apparently occurs outside of the left edge of the 
sentence. Naudé (1990) refers to this as a variety of topicalisation, while Holmstedt (2014) 
refers to this as “extreme topic fronting”. We will refer to it as “heavy topicalisation”: 
 
(11) û-dǝbar    mah=yyarʾē-nî                wǝhiggadtî           l-āk 

and-word what=IPFV:cause.see-1S    CONS:declare:1S   to-2MS 

“… and the word which he shows me (and) I will declare it to you.” (Numbers 23:3) 
 
The constituent at the left edge is not resumed within the matrix sentence, however, the 
sentence boundary between the leftward constituent and the sentence is indicated by the so-
called “waw consecutive” perfect verb at the beginning of the matrix sentence. Holmstedt 
(2014) argues that this is a marginal construction and that it is not clear that the occurrence 
of waw necessarily marks a sentence boundary; the conjunction waw (“and”) might instead 
occur for ease of sentence processing.  
 
Although presumably a similar kind of construction could occur on the right edge of the 
sentence, a biblical example has not been identified previously. We will illustrate such an 
example involving negation in §3.7 below. The features of “heavy” topicalisation and “heavy” 
extraposition, as compared to the other constructions, are illustrated in Table 2. 
 
Table 2: Syntactic features of “heavy” topicalisation and “heavy” extraposition 
   Matrix sentence   
 Left 

dislocation 

Heavy 
topic 

fronting 
Topicalisation  Extraposition Heavy 

extraposition 
Right 

dislocation 

Relation to 
matrix 
sentence 

outside outside inside  inside outside outside 

Resumption yes no no  no no yes 
 

                                                
17 We do not consider here a seventh construction in which a nominal constituent provides the frame of reference 

for the sentence(s) that follow(s) (e.g., 1 Samuel 20:23). We argue elsewhere that the construction is neither a 
variety of topicalisation nor a variety of left dislocation (Miller-Naudé and Naudé 2019). 
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These two “heavy” constructions have been used by, for example, Gross (1987) to argue that 
resumption is optional, with the result that left dislocation and topicalisation are lumped 
together. However, such an analysis is not preferable because of other syntactic differences 
between left dislocation and topicalisation. To mention one important syntactic difference, a 
left-dislocated constituent may involve a deeply embedded constituent, as exemplified in (12): 
 
(12) zeh mōšeh  hā-ʾîš     ʾăšer  heʿĕlā-nû                  mē-ʾereṣ       miṣrayim  lōʾ    
 this Moses  DEF-man REL    PFV:brought:3MS-1P from-land.of Egypt       NEG   
 

yādaʿnû        meh=hāyâ              l-ô 
PFV:know:1P what=PFV:COP:3MS to-3MS 
 
“This Moses the man who brought us from the land of Egypt, we do not know [what 
happened to him].” (Exodus 32:1) 

 
In this example, the resumptive element is embedded within a finite complement clause of the 
verb “know.” Similarly, in (13), the resumptive element is embedded within an infinitival 
complement clause:18 
 
(13) wǝ-ʾet=ha-yǝbûsî                 yôšǝbê          yǝrûšālaym lōʾ   yākǝlû(Q)     bǝnê=yǝhûdâ  

and-ACC=DEF-Jebusite:GENT PTCP:live:MP Jerusalem    NEG PFV:able:3MP sons.of=Judah 
 

l-hôrîš-ām 
to-INF:drive.out-3MP 
 
“But the Jebusites, the inhabitants of Jerusalem, the people of Judah were not able [to 
drive them out].” (Joshua 15:63) 

 
By contrast, topicalisation cannot involve the movement of a constituent out of an embedded 
structure to the head of a sentence, as illustrated in (14a): 
 
(14a) wə-zākartā                       kî     ʿebed hāyîtā         bə-miṣrāyim 
 CONJ-PFV:remember:2MS COMP slave PFV:be:2MS in-Egypt 

 “You must remember that a slave you were a slave in Egypt.” (Deuteronomy 16:12) 
 
By contrast, it is not grammatical in Biblical Hebrew for a topicalised constituent to move out 
of a subordinate sentence. In other words, the sentence in (14b) is ungrammatical: 
 
(14b) *A slave you must remember that a slave you were in Egypt 
 

                                                
18 Example (12) involves a variety of left dislocation in Biblical Hebrew which is like “hanging topic” in that there 

is no case agreement with the resumptive element. By contrast, example (13) involves a variety of left 
dislocation in Biblical Hebrew which is like “clitic left dislocation” in that there is case agreement with the 
resumptive element. It is important to note that both (12) and (13) are identical in allowing the resumptive 
element to be deeply embedded within a subordinate clause. This syntactic feature then does not distinguish 
these two varieties of left dislocation in Biblical Hebrew (Miller-Naudé and Naudé 2019) as it does in some 
other languages (see, e.g., Anagnostopoulou 1997, Alexiadou 2006: 671–675). 
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Topicalisation is thus subject to “island” constraints (see Alexiadou 2006: 682–685), whereas 
left dislocation in Biblical Hebrew is not. Because of the numerous syntactic differences 
between topicalisation and left dislocation, we prefer to keep examples of “heavy 
topicalisation” separate from ordinary topicalisation in order to study them further. (The same 
is true of “heavy extraposition” and extraposition, which will be examined below.) 
 
3. Negation and edge constructions 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
As preparatory for the discussion, we identify two basic kinds of negation in Biblical Hebrew: 
sentential negation and constituent negation (Snyman and Naudé 2003, Snyman 2004, Naudé 
and Rendsburg 2013; see also generally Dahl 1979, Payne 1985, Horn 2001). In sentential 
negation, the negative marker occurs immediately before the verb and the scope of negation 
extends to the entire sentence, as in (15): 
 
(15) kî   lōʾ=taḥpōṣ                  zebaḥ 
 for NEG=IPFV:delight:2MS sacrifice 
 “For you do not delight in sacrifice.” (Psalm 51:18) 
 
By contrast, in constituent negation, the scope of negation applies only to a single constituent, 
as illustrated in (16): 
 
(16) lōʾ      bi-gbûrat      has-sûs      yeḥpāṣ 
 NEG  in-strength.of  DEF-horse  IPFV:delight:3MS 

 “Not in the strength of a horse he delights in the strength of a horse.” (Psalm 147:10) 
 
The scope of the negative marker extends only to the prepositional phrase that follows it and 
not to the sentence as a whole.19 
 
As we will see below, negation provides an important syntactic feature for differentiating the 
various edge constructions in Biblical Hebrew. 
 
3.2.  Negation and topicalisation 
 
Topicalised sentences may be negated with lōʾ, the usual marker of negation in indicative 
sentences, in one of two locations – preceding the topicalised constituent or preceding the 
matrix sentence. Negation before the topicalised constituent results in constituent negation, 
as seen in (17) below: 
 
(17) lōʾ   bas-sēter      dibbartî         bi-mqôm    ʾereṣ     ḥōšek 
 NEG in:DEF-secret PFV:speak:1S in-place.of land.of darkness 

“Not in secret I spoke to you in secret in a place of a land of darkness.” (Isaiah 45:19) 

                                                
19 An anonymous reviewer suggests that the negative ʾ al preceding a prepositional phrase in Isaiah 64:8 has clausal 

scope and is thus a counter-example. We understand instead that the negative has scope only over the constituent 
“Don’t forever remember iniquity (although you do remember it now)”. 
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In this example, negation extends only to the prepositional phrase – there is no denial that God 
spoke, but only that his speaking was not in secret. 
 
By contrast, when a topicalised sentence has negation before the matrix sentence, negation extends 
to the entire sentence, including the topicalised constituent. This is illustrated in (18) below: 
 
(18) mib-bǝś-ām       lōʾ  tōʾkēlû           û-bǝ-niblāt-ām             lōʾ   tiggāʿû 
 from-flesh-3MP NEG IPFV:eat:2MP   and-in-caracasses-3MP NEG IPFV:touch:2MP 

“… from their flesh you shall not eat from their flesh and their carcasses you shall not touch 
their carcasses.” (Deuteronomy 14:8) 
 

Evidence that the scope of negation extends to the entire sentence, including the topicalised 
constituent, can be seen from examples, such as that in (19) below, in which the topicalised 
constituent is a negative polarity item: 
 
(19) wǝ-kol=dābār lōʾ  yikkāḥēd             min=ham-melek 
 and-all=word  NEG IPFV:hidden:3MS from=DEF-king 

“And nothing (lit. every word not it is hidden) is hidden nothing from the king.” (2 Kings 18:13) 
 

A topicalised sentence with negation before the matrix sentence may have more than one 
topicalised constituent within the scope of sentential negation, as in (20):20 
 
(20) wǝ-ʾattâ bǝ-raḥămê-kā           hā-rabbîm     lōʾ  ʿăzabtā-m 
 and-you in-compassions-2MS DEF-great:MP NEG PFV:abandon:2MS-3MP 
 
 bam-midbār 
 in:DEF-wilderness 
 

“And you, in your great compassion, you did not abandon them in the wilderness in your 

great compassion.” (Nehemiah 9:19) 
 

Both of the topicalised constituents are within the scope of the sentential negation. 
 
3.3.  Negation and left dislocation 
 
Left-dislocation sentences exhibit only sentential negation; the left-dislocated element is never 
negated as a constituent. In (21), the dislocated constituent is a prepositional phrase and the 
resumptive element is a prepositional phrase with a pronominal clitic. The negative marker lōʾ 
immediately precedes the verb and the scope of negation extends to the entire sentence:21 
 
(21) û-mē-ʿēṣ             had-daʿat           ṭôb   wā-rāʿ    lōʾ  tōʾkal            mimme-nû 
 and-from-tree.of DEF-knowledge good and-evil NEG IPFV:eat:2MS from-3MS 

“And from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, you must not eat from it.” 
(Genesis 2:17) 

                                                
20 An alternative analysis views this sentence as involving an “extreme topic focus”; see Holmstedt (2014: 147 n. 58). 
21 See also, for example, Proverbs 30:18 and Jeremiah 34:17. 
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Left-dislocation sentences may be negated with other negative markers, but the scope of 
negation is always the sentence and not the left-dislocated constituent. In (22), the non-
indicative negative marker ʾal before the verb negates the entire sentence: 
 
(22) û-lā-ʾătōnôt             hā-ʾōbǝdôt         lǝ-kā    hay-yôm šǝlōšet hay-yāmîm  

and-to:DEF-donkeys DEF-PTCP:lost:FP to-2MS DEF-day  three    DEF-days       
 

ʾal=tāśem                 ʾet=libbǝ-kā     lā-hem 
NEG.NI=JUSS:set:2MS ACC=heart-2MS to-3MP 
 
“As for your donkeys that were lost three days ago, do not set your mind on them.” 
(1 Samuel 9:20) 

 
In (23), the negative existential ʾ ên at the left edge of the matrix sentence negates the entire sentence: 
 
(23) wǝ-ʾāḥî-nû        haq-qāṭōn  ʾên-ennû      ʾittā-nû 

and-brother-1P DEF-small  NEG.EX-3MS with-1P 

… and our youngest brother, he is not with us.’” (Genesis 44:26) 
 
Regardless of the negative marker, left-dislocated constituents cannot carry the scope of 
negation apart from the sentence. In other words, because the resumptive element, which is co-
referential with the dislocated constituent, is still part of the matrix sentence, it is impossible to 
negate the dislocated constituent separately from the sentence that it precedes. We illustrate this 
conclusion further in (24): 
 
(24) gǝbah=ʿênayim  û-rǝḥab          lēbab ʾōt-ô        lōʾ   ʾûkāl 
 high.of=eye:DU   and-broad.of   heart  ACC-3MS NEG   IPFV:able:3MS 

“… a haughty and proud (man) him I do not endure him.” (Psalm 101:5) 
 
The left-dislocated element is resumed in the main sentence with the pronominal object ʾoto, 
which would ordinarily occur after the verb, but has been topicalised to the beginning of the 
sentence. The negative marker appears before the verb in the surface sentence, but the scope of 
the negation is the entire sentence. 
 
The negative marker lōʾ preceded by the interrogative marker hă- is used for rhetorical 
questions in which the polarity of the sentence is reversed. This construction represents a case 
in which the negative with the interrogative marker precedes the left-dislocated constituent, but 
the scope of negation extends to the entire sentence and not only to the left-dislocated 
constituent.22 An example appears in (25) below. 
 
(25) hă-lōʾ           ʾēt  ʾăšer yôrîš-əkā                                   kəmôš    ʾĕlōhê-kā ʾôt-ô  
 INTERR-NEG ACC REL IPFV:cause.to.possess:3MS-2MS Chemosh god-2MS ACC-3MS  
 

                                                
22 See also Deuteronomy 31:17 and Isaiah 44:8 in which hălōʾ precedes a sentence with a topicalised PP but there 

is no constituent negation. Cowper and DeCaen (2017) refer to negation in constructions with hălōʾ as “high” 
negation, and understand the negative as occurring in the polarity phrase in the left periphery. In future research, 
we will consider the scope of negation of constructions with hălōʾ. 
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 tîrāš 
 IPFV:possess:2MS 
 

“Will you not possess that which Chemosh your god causes you to possess (lit. Is it not 
the case [that] what Chemosh your god causes you to possess it you will possess > What 
Chemish your god causes you to possess, it you will certainly possess)?” (Judges 11:24) 
 

Negated left-dislocation constructions also illustrate complexity in various ways. The following 
pair of examples (26a and b) illustrates the insertion of an appositional element (which further 
explains the possible relationships) between the left-dislocated constituent and the matrix sentence: 
 
(26a) ʿerwat            bat=bin-kā               ʾô bat=bittǝkā                          lōʾ  

nakedness.of daughter.of=son-2MS or daughter.of=daughter-2MS NEG  
  
 tǝgalleh               ʿerwāt-ān 

IPFV:uncover:2MS nakedness-3FP 
 
“The nakedness of the daughter of your son or the daughter of your father—do not 
uncover their nakedness.” (Leviticus 18:10) 
 

(26b) ʿerwat           ʾăḥôtǝ-kā  bat=ʾābî-kā                   ʾô bat=ʾimme-kā  
 nakedness.of sister-2MS daughter-of=father-2MS or daughter.of=mother-2MS  
 
 môledet             bayit  ʾô   moledet            ḥûṣ       lōʾ  tǝgalleh 
 PTCP:born.of:FS house or  PTCP:born.of:FS outside NEG IPFV:uncover:2MS 
 
 ʿerwāt-ān 

nakedness-3FP 
 

“The nakedness of your sister—the daughter of your father or the daughter of your mother, 
born of the house or born outside—do not uncover their nakedness.” (Leviticus 18:9) 

 
Example (26a) provides the simpler left-dislocated constituent. By contrast, the dislocated 
constituent in (26b) includes multiple conjoined appositional phrases in order to specify all of 
the possible kinds of sisters who are included in the prohibition. 
 
In (27), a quotative frame intervenes between the left-dislocated constituent and the matrix sentence: 
 
(27) û-mip-pərî           hā-ʿēṣ    ʾăšer bə-tôk=hag-gan           ʾāmar          ʾĕlōhîm lōʾ  
 and-from-fruit.of DEF-tree REL    in-midst.of DEF-garden PFV:say:3MS God      NEG 
  
 tōʾkəlû         mimmennû wə-lōʾ    tigʿû                 b-ô      pen=təmutûn 
 PFV:eat:2MP from:3MS   and-NEG IPFV:touch:2MP in-3MS lest=IPFV:die:2MP 
 

 “And from the fruit of the tree which is in the middle of the garden, God said: ‘You 
will not eat from it and you will not touch it lest you die.’” (Genesis 3:3) 
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There are two ways to understand the first prepositional phrase in (27): as part of the woman’s 
speech, or as part of God’s speech (with the quotative frame introducing God’s speech 
intervening between the prepositional phrase and the main part of the quotation). In the first 
interpretation, the left-dislocated constituent and the matrix sentence are in two different deictic 
layers. In the second interpretation, the quotative frame is internal to the quotation, an unusual 
position in Biblical Hebrew narrative (Miller 1995). 
 
We have seen that topicalisation and left dislocation differ with respect to negation in that only 
topicalisation allows constituent negation. Topicalisation and left dislocation are similar with 
respect to negation in that both exhibit sentential negation, as is apparent in example (28): 
 
(28) kesep lōʾ   yaḥšōbû               
 silver NEG IPFV:regard:3MP    
 
 wə-zāhāb lōʾ   yaḥpəṣû               b-ô 
 and-gold NEG   IPFV:delight:3MP in-3MS 
 
 “Silver they do not regard silver,  

and gold they do not delight in it.” (Isaiah 13:17) 
 
The two parallel lines are structured similarly except that the first line involves topicalisation of the 
object constituent, whereas the second line involves left dislocation of the object constituent. 
 
We now turn to negation involving the right edge, namely extraposition and right dislocation.  
 
3.4.  Negation and extraposition 
 
Negation involving extraposition is not common. In the example in (29), sentential negation 
with the standard negator lōʾ occurs in the matrix sentence; an independent subject pronoun and 
a conjoined NP are extraposed rightward (Naudé 1999).23 
 
(29) lōʾ   tištû=yayin               ʾattem   û-bǝnê-kem    ʿad=ʿôlām 

NEG IPFV:drink:2MP=wine you:MP and-sons-2MP until=forever 

“You shall not drink wine, you and your sons for ever.” (Jeremiah 35:6) 
 
Similarly, in (30), the matrix sentence is negated with the negative existential ʾên and involves 
sentential negation: 
 
(30) wǝ-ʾên=ʿôd       lā-hem  śākār   kî           niškaḥ                       zikr-ām 

and-NEG.EX=yet to-3MP  reward because PFV:is.forgotten:3MS memory-3MP 
“… a reward is no longer theirs a reward, because memory of them is forgotten.” (Qoheleth 9:5) 

 
The subject NP has been moved to the end of the sentence. However, like topicalisation, an 
extraposed constituent cannot move past a sentence boundary; in (30), the subordinate clause 

                                                
23 Similarly, see Job 24:2 and Jeremiah 44:3. 
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beginning with kî constitutes a sentential boundary. In other words, like topicalisation, 
extraposition is rightward movement only within the sentence.24 
 
In a few instances, as in (31), the extraposed constituents are negated: 
 
(31) šimʿû=zōʾt          bayit=yaʿăqōb   han-niqrāʾîm              bǝ-šēm       yiśrāʾēl  

IMP:hear:MP=this house.of=Jacob DEF-PTCP:be.called:MP in-name.of Israel  
 

 û-mim-mê                yǝhûdâ yāṣāʾû            han-nišbāʿîm         bǝ-šēm       YHWH  
and-from-waters.of Judah   PFV:go.out:3P DEF-PTCP:swear:MP in-name.of YHWH  
 

 û-bē-ʾlōhê       yiśrāʾēl yazkîrû                                  lōʾ   be-ʾĕmet wǝ-lōʾ  
and-in-God.of Israel    IPFV:cause.to.remember:3MP NEG in-truth   and-NEG  
 
bi-ṣdāqâ 
in-righteousness 

 
“Hear this, O house of Jacob, who are called by the name of Israel and from the waters 
of Judah they went out, who swear by the name of the LORD not in truth and not in righteousness 
and by the God of Israel they invoke not in truth and not in righteousness.” (Isaiah 48:1) 

 
The two extraposed PPs at the end of the matrix sentence are adjuncts, which probably relate 
to both of the preceding predications – swearing and invoking.25 The PPs are negated with lōʾ 
and the scope of negation is the constituent. In a sense, these extraposed prepositional phrases 
are the mirror image of topicalised prepositional phrases that could occur at the beginning of 
the sentence. Like topicalised phrases, extraposed phrases may exhibit constituent negation. 
 
3.5.  Negation and right dislocation 
 
Right-dislocation constructions present an important asymmetry to left dislocation with 
respect to negation. A left-dislocated construction never involves constituent negation of the 
dislocated constituent; indeed, constituent negation is impossible since the resumed co-
referential element within the sentence would then differ in polarity from the dislocated 
element. In right-dislocated constructions, we do not find any examples of negation occurring 
between the matrix sentence and the following right-dislocated constituent, but the reason is 
the same – the dislocated constituent cannot have a different polarity from its resumed 
element (the pronominal correlate in the matrix sentence). 
 
In (32), the resumptive object (or correlate) in the matrix sentence is topicalised before the verb; 
the co-referential NP is right-dislocated:26 

                                                
24 See Baltin (2006) on the constraints on extraposition with respect to the Right Roof Constraint. 
25 An alternate analysis would understand the conjoined negated prepositional phrases at the end of the sentence 

as an instance of right-node raising. 
26 An anonymous reviewer suggests an alternative analysis for example (30) involving instead the extraposition of 

a NP that is appositional to the demonstrative on the assumption that a demonstrative cannot serve as a 
resumptive element. We argue that deictics can serve as a resumptive element on the basis of examples of 
resumption with the locative deictic šām “there” (Genesis 25:10, Psalm 137:1; see Naudé 1999: 115 and 
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(32) ʾak     ʾet=zeh    lōʾ   tōʾkəlû          mim-maʿălê                  hag-gērâ  
 Indeed ACC=this NEG IPFV:eat:2MP from-PTPC:bring.up:MP DEF-cud  
 

û-mim-maprîsê                 hap-parsâ ʾet=hag-gāmāl  
and-from-PTCP:divide:MP DEF-hoof    ACC=DEF-camel 
 
“Indeed this one you shall not eat this one from those that chew the cud and from those 
that divide the hoof — the camel….” (Leviticus 11:4) 
 

We turn now to negation and the “heavy” constructions. 
 
3.6.  Negation and heavy topicalisation 
 
Heavy topicalisation, like ordinary topicalisation, may involve the leftward movement of a wide 
variety of constituents. However, heavy topicalisation most frequently involves a temporal 
adjunct (e.g., a prepositional phrase) or an adverbial clause (e.g., an infinitive construct phrase) 
which is separated from the matrix sentence by a sentence boundary.27 In (33), the heavy topic 
is a temporal expression which is separated from the matrix sentence by the narrative verbal 
form (the so-called “waw consecutive imperfect”): 
 
(33) bə-tišʿâ  lə-ḥōdeš way-yeḥĕzaq                             hā-rāʿāb    bā-ʿîr         wə-lōʾ  
 in-ninth to-month CONS-IPFV:become.strong:3MS DEF-famine in: DEF-city and-NEG 
 
 hāyâ leḥem              lə-ʿam           hā-ʾāreṣ 
 PFV:be:3MS bread to-people.of DEF-land 
 

“In the ninth (day) of the month (and) the famine became severe in the city in the ninth day 

of the month and there was not bread for the people of the land (lit. bread did not exist for 
the people of the land).” (2 Kings 25:3) 
 

The prepositional phrase “in the ninth (day) of the month” is a temporal expression which seems 
to apply to both sentences which follow, the first with a narrative verbal form (“the famine 
became severe”) and the second with the existential copula (“bread did not exist…”). 
 
In (34), the heavy topic consists of an infinitival clause (“as she spoke to Joseph day by day”) 
which is introduced with wayhî, the waw consecutive imperfect form of the verbal copula hāyâ. 

                                                
Holmstedt 2014: 121), the temporal deictic ʾāz “then” (Job 28:26, 27; see Gross 1987: 60), and the subject near 
demonstrative plural deictic ʾēlleh “these” (Genesis 31:43). 

27 Blau (1977: 22–25) describes the construction as a sentence adverbial in initial position separated from the rest of 
the sentence with the conjunction waw (“and”). Similarly, Khan (1988: 87) refers to the heavy topic as a “clause 
initial sentence adverbial”. Wilson (2019) argues that wayhî in this construction introduces a thetic expression. 
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The matrix sentence is introduced with the conjunction waw (“and”) and the negative marker 
lōʾ preceding a perfective verb: 
 
(34) wayhî                    kə-dabbər-āh         ʾel=yôsēp yôm yôm wəlōʾ      šāmaʿ         ʾēleyhā  
 CONJ:IPFV:be:3MS as-INF.CS:speak-3FS to=Joseph day day and-NEG PFV:hear:3MS to-3FS  
 
 liškab               ʾeṣlāh        lihyôt          ʿimmāh 
 to-INF.CS:sleep beside-her to-INF.CS:be with-3FS 

  
“And it happened as she spoke to Joseph day by day, (and) he did not listen to her to 
sleep beside her, to be with her.” (Genesis 39:10) 
 

Negation occurs at the beginning of the matrix sentence, but the scope of negation does not 
extend to the heavy topic, viz. the infinitival clause. Negation thus provides additional 
confirmation that the heavy topic is in fact separated from the matrix sentence by a sentence 
boundary. Furthermore, negation of constructions with heavy topicalisation differs significantly 
from those with ordinary topicalisation in two ways. First, in ordinary topicalisation, the 
topicalised constituent is within the scope of sentential negation of the matrix verb. Secondly, 
the topicalised constituent in ordinary topicalisation may have constituent negation; the 
topicalised constituent in heavy topicalisation does not exhibit constituent negation. 
 
3.7 Negation and heavy extraposition 
 
At the right edge, we would expect to find a construction that is analogous to heavy 
topicalisation, in other words, a “heavy” extraposition construction. Such a construction would 
be like extraposition in that it would have no resumptive element in the sentence although it 
apparently occurs outside of the right edge of the sentence. This construction has not been 
identified previously. A possible example is found in (35a): 
 
(35a) û-bǝ-yāmîm ʾăḥādîm yiššābēr                  wǝ-lōʾ    bǝ-ʾappayim wǝ-lōʾ   bǝ-milḥāmâ 

and-in-days  one:PL   IPFV:be.broken:3MS and-NEG in-anger        and-NEG in-war 
“And in a few days he will be broken not by anger and not in battle and not by anger and not in 
battle.” (Daniel 11:20) 
 

If the conjunction waw (“and”) is understood as indicating a sentence boundary, then the 
negated prepositional phrases occur outside of the sentence boundary; the sentence thus exhibits 
heavy extraposition. Alternatively, one could understand the two negated prepositional phrases 
as involving elliptical sentences, as in (35b) (see Miller 2005, 2007a):28 
 
(35b) “And in a few days he will be broken and he will be broken not by anger and he will be 

broken not in battle.” 
 
Another example occurs in (36), where there is a complex construction that can be interpreted 
as involving both right dislocation and heavy extraposition: 
 

                                                
28 On the patterns of negation inside and outside of prepositional phrases in Biblical Hebrew, see Miller-Naudé 

and Naudé (2017). 
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(36) wāʾešlaḥ                lipnê-kem ʾet=taṣrǝʿâ   wattǝgāreš       ʾôt-ām      mip-pǝnê-kem  
CONS:IPFV:send.1S before-2MP ACC=hornet CONS:IPFV:drive ACC-3MP from-before-2MP  
 

 šǝnê     malkê    hā- ʾĕmōrî             lōʾ  bǝ-ḥarbǝ-kā    wǝ-lōʾ    bǝ-qašte-kā 
two.of kings.of DEF-Amorite:GENT NEG by-sword-2MS and-NEG by-bow-2MS 
 
“I sent before you the hornet and it drove them out before you not by your sword and not by your bow—
the two kings of the Amorites—not by your sword and not by your bow.” (Joshua 24:12) 

 
In this example, the right-dislocated constituent, “the two kings of the Amorites”, is resumed 
in the matrix sentence with the objective pronoun ʾôtām (“them”). There are also two negated 
extraposed prepositional phrases which have been moved beyond the right-dislocated 
constituent to appear at the very end of the construction. They clearly involve constituent 
negation of the two prepositional phrases. The fact that right-dislocated constituents are outside 
of the final sentence boundary, whereas extraposed constituents are normally within the 
sentence boundary, demonstrates that this sentence is an example of “heavy” extraposition and 
not “normal” extraposition. From an information structure point of view, we suggest that this 
unusual order of constituents, i.e. the heavy extraposition occurring in (36), is a result of 
cognitive processing – the order of constituents makes it clear that the right-dislocated 
constituents relate to the matrix sentence while simultaneously indicating that the negation of 
the extraposed prepositional phrases has scope only over those two constituents.29 
 
4.  Conclusions 
 
We have examined the ways in which four major and two minor kinds of edge constructions 
intersect with negation. Because negation may involve either constituent negation or sentential 
negation, negation provides a powerful means for determining the syntax of these constructions. 
In particular, negation provides additional evidence for the asymmetry between left dislocation 
and topicalisation. Topicalisation constructions can be negated in two primary ways. First, the 
topicalised constituent can be negated; only the topicalised constituent falls within the scope of 
the negation. Second, the sentence as a whole can be negated by placing the negative marker 
before the matrix sentence; the topicalised element thus falls within the boundary of the 
sentence. Left dislocation, by contrast, allows only sentential negation as a result of its 
underlying syntactic structure; the co-referential resumption within the matrix sentence that 
refers to the dislocated element and the dislocation itself cannot have differing polarities. This 
evidence therefore reinforces the crucial distinction between constructions involving 
resumption and those without resumption; topicalisation and left dislocation should therefore 
not be lumped together as a single construction referred to as “fronting”. 
 
The constructions on the right edge have similar syntactic structures in that right dislocation, 
like left dislocation, involves a dislocated constituent outside of the sentence boundary which 
is resumed within the matrix sentence. By contrast, extraposition, like topicalisation, involves 
a constituent that is moved to the end of the sentence but remains within the sentence boundary. 
However, there is also an asymmetry between left- and right-edge constructions. Left 
dislocation may have a negative marker between the dislocated constituent and the matrix 
sentence to indicate sentential negation, whereas right dislocation indicates sentential negation 
                                                
29 Miller (2007b) argues similarly that the conjunction waw often appears between poetic parallel lines with verb gapping 

for information processing purposes; waw indicates the boundaries of the poetic lines as well as the sentences. 
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by a negative marker at the beginning of the construction because that is where the matrix 
sentence begins. Right dislocation, like left dislocation, may be preceded by a negative marker 
to indicate constituent negation. The two “heavy” constructions – heavy topicalisation, and the 
much rarer and previously unidentified heavy extraposition – also involve an asymmetry with 
respect to negation: heavy extraposed constituents may exhibit constituent negation whereas 
heavy topicalised constituents do not. The asymmetries between the left and right edge of the 
sentence with respect to negation relate to sentence processing and the linearity of speech. 
Negation then provides important heuristic information concerning the syntactic structures and 
thus the interpretation of Biblical Hebrew edge constructions. 
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